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Alcohol withdrawal (AW) after chronic alcohol exposure produces a series of symptoms, with AW-associated seizures
being among the most serious and dangerous. However, the mechanism underlying AW seizures has yet to be
established. In our mouse model, a sudden AW produced 2 waves of seizures: the first wave includes a surge of multiple
seizures that occurs within hours to days of AW, and the second wave consists of sustained expression of epileptiform
spikes and wave discharges (SWDs) during a protracted period of abstinence. We revealed that the structural and
functional adaptations in newborn dentate granule cells (DGCs) in the hippocampus underlie the second wave of seizures
but not the first wave. While the general morphology of newborn DGCs remained unchanged, AW increased the dendritic
spine density of newborn DGCs, suggesting that AW induced synaptic connectivity of newborn DGCs with excitatory
afferent neurons and enhanced excitability of newborn DGCs. Indeed, specific activation and suppression of newborn
DGCs by the chemogenetic DREADD method increased and decreased the expression of epileptiform SWDs,
respectively, during abstinence. Thus, our study unveiled that the pathological plasticity of hippocampal newborn DGCs
underlies AW seizures during a protracted period of abstinence, providing critical insight into hippocampal neural circuits
as a foundation to understand and treat AW seizures.
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Introduction
Chronic alcohol exposure disrupts brain homeostasis and progressively transforms the brain into a state of  
alcohol dependence (1, 2). Abrupt alcohol withdrawal (AW) in alcohol-dependent individuals results in the 
emergence of  a series of  physiological and psychological symptoms that are collectively referred to as alcohol 
withdrawal syndrome (AWS) (3–7). Clinical features of  AWS include alcoholic hallucinosis, cognitive and 
emotional impairments, delirium tremens, and brain hyperexcitability (8–12). More than 2 million Americans 
are estimated to develop AWS each year (13, 14). Despite such negative effects of  alcohol on physical and 
mental function, its positive-reinforcing effects such as euphoria and pain reduction enhances susceptibili-
ty to relapse during a withdrawal period (abstinence), and the repeated cycles of  alcohol consumption and 
withdrawal are ultimately thought to lead to alcohol addiction (15–18). To prevent enhanced vulnerability to 
relapse and perpetual alcohol use, it is imperative to understand the mechanisms underlying AWS.

Generalized tonic-clonic seizures are the most dangerous and serious component of  AWS, and they 
contribute to significant mortality of  alcoholics (19–24). Alcohol is a well-known CNS depressant that 
facilitates and reduces inhibitory and excitatory signals, respectively, and chronic alcohol exposure induces 
prolonged and enhanced sedative effects (25). The brain attempts to counterbalance the depressant effect of  
alcohol by enhancing excitatory signals and decreasing inhibitory signals. However, continuous exposure 
to alcohol progressively dysregulates the neurophysiological system beyond normal homeostatic limits, and 
neuroadaptation that is masked by chronic exposure to alcohol is unveiled upon a sudden AW. This neuro-
adaptation, or brain allostatic state induced by chronic alcohol exposure, has been thought to underlie the 
emergence and expression of  hyperexcitability of  the brain and AW seizures when alcohol consumption 
ceases (6, 16, 17); however, the precise neural substrates that undergo neuroadaptation during alcohol 
exposure and withdrawal are not yet understood.

Alcohol withdrawal (AW) after chronic alcohol exposure produces a series of symptoms, with 
AW-associated seizures being among the most serious and dangerous. However, the mechanism 
underlying AW seizures has yet to be established. In our mouse model, a sudden AW produced 
2 waves of seizures: the first wave includes a surge of multiple seizures that occurs within hours 
to days of AW, and the second wave consists of sustained expression of epileptiform spikes and 
wave discharges (SWDs) during a protracted period of abstinence. We revealed that the structural 
and functional adaptations in newborn dentate granule cells (DGCs) in the hippocampus underlie 
the second wave of seizures but not the first wave. While the general morphology of newborn 
DGCs remained unchanged, AW increased the dendritic spine density of newborn DGCs, suggesting 
that AW induced synaptic connectivity of newborn DGCs with excitatory afferent neurons and 
enhanced excitability of newborn DGCs. Indeed, specific activation and suppression of newborn 
DGCs by the chemogenetic DREADD method increased and decreased the expression of epileptiform 
SWDs, respectively, during abstinence. Thus, our study unveiled that the pathological plasticity 
of hippocampal newborn DGCs underlies AW seizures during a protracted period of abstinence, 
providing critical insight into hippocampal neural circuits as a foundation to understand and treat 
AW seizures.
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Interestingly, chronic alcohol exposure produced 2 waves of  seizures upon AW in our mouse model. 
The first wave consisted of  a surge of  multiple seizures and epileptic spikes that occurred within hours of  
AW and lasted only for a few days during abstinence. In the second wave, epileptiform spikes and wave 
discharges (SWDs) were expressed for a protracted period of  abstinence. In this study, we revealed that AW 
induces structural and functional changes in hippocampal newborn dentate granule cells (DGCs) and that 
neuroadaptation in newborn DGCs directly underlies AW seizures during the second wave of  seizures. 
Consistent with the occurrence of  epileptiform SWDs, AW increased dendric spine density and enhanced 
connectivity of  newborn DGCs with excitatory afferent neurons. Furthermore, Designer Receptors Exclu-
sively Activated By Designer Drugs–mediated (DREADD-mediated) chemogenetic analysis showed that 
specific activation and inhibition of  hippocampal newborn neurons increased and decreased the expression 
of  epileptiform SWD, respectively, during a protracted abstinence. Thus, our study reveals that chronic 
alcohol exposure induces aberrant neural circuits that facilitate hyperexcitability of  the brain, and it reveals 
that the activity of  hippocampal newborn DGCs directly regulates the expression of  epileptiform SWDs 
during a protracted period of  abstinence.

Results
AW produces seizures and epileptic spikes. Mice had voluntary access to a Lieber-DeCarli liquid diet in which 
the same portion of  carbohydrates was supplemented with either ethanol (alcohol-fed group) or dex-
trose (control pair-fed group) (26). As a result, both control and alcohol-fed mice consumed the same 
amount of  calories during the experimental period (ref. 27 and Supplemental Figure 1A; supplemental 
material available online with this article; https://doi.org/10.1172/jci.insight.128770DS1). During the 
4-week alcohol feeding period, mice consumed alcohol daily (20.2 ± 1.53 g/kg/day) and accumulated a 
significant amount of  alcohol (545.0 ± 1.53 g/kg) (Supplemental Figure 1B). Alcohol-fed mice showed 
significantly higher peak blood alcohol concentrations (BACs) compared with control mice (P < 0.0001) 
when BAC was measured at the end of  the third week of  alcohol treatment (Supplemental Figure 1C). 
This average value (0.395%) corresponds to 5 times higher than the legal alcohol limit for driving (0.08%). 
Importantly, both alcohol-fed and control mice gained comparable weight during the alcohol treatment 
period (P = 0.8731) (Supplemental Figure 1D), indicating that both groups consumed similar amounts of  
calories during chronic alcohol exposure.

To investigate whether AW induces seizures, electroencephalograms (EEGs) were monitored in the 
cortex and hippocampus immediately after 4 weeks of  alcohol exposure (Supplemental Figure 2 and Fig-
ure 1A). Upon AW, only alcohol-fed mice showed seizure activities and associated epileptic spikes, while 
both were completely absent in control mice (Figure 1B). Multiple seizure activities were observed within 
24 hours of  abstinence in most of  the alcohol-fed mice (Figure 1, C and D). These seizure activities lasted 
longer than 30 seconds and always synchronized with the expression of  seizure behavior as monitored by 
continuous video surveillance (Figure 1E). Characteristic epileptic spikes were observed only in alcohol-fed 
mice — not in control mice (Figure 1F). The frequencies of  seizures and epileptic spikes did not correlate 
with the amount of  alcohol consumption (Figure 1, G and H).

AW seizures are sustained during a protracted period of  abstinence. After the disappearance of  the first wave 
of  epileptic seizures and spikes, our longitudinal EEG monitoring method identified unexpected sustained 
seizure activities for a prolonged period of  abstinence, and this activity was completely absent from control 
mice (main effect: alcohol, P < 0.0001) (Figure 2, A–D). Because only a few tonic-clonic seizures were 
detected during a protracted period of  abstinence, we referred to spikes observed during the second wave 
of  seizures as epileptiform SWDs. Interestingly, epileptiform SWDs changed in a time-dependent man-
ner during a protracted abstinence (main effect: time, P < 0.0001) (Figure 2D); alcohol-fed mice displayed 
epileptiform SWDs for up to 6 weeks of  abstinence, while control mice did not show any signs of  these 
spikes. Starting from 1 week of  abstinence, the frequency of  spikes gradually increased, peaked at 4 weeks of  
abstinence, and was abolished by 8 weeks of  abstinence in alcohol-fed mice. The occurrence of  epileptiform 
SWDs almost always synchronized between the hippocampus and cortex, suggesting generalized expression 
of  epileptiform SWDs in the brain (Figure 2, B and C).

AW increases the spine density of  newborn DGCs. Our previous study showed that chronic alcohol expo-
sure disrupted the synaptic connectivity of  hippocampal newborn DGCs, dramatically reducing the densi-
ty of  dendritic spines of  newborn DGCs (27). Here, we examined whether AW induces structural plasticity 
and impacts the function of  newborn DGCs during a protracted abstinence. First, CAG-GFP retrovirus 
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(RV-GFP) was injected into the dentate gyrus of  the hippocampus to label newborn DGCs (28), and mice 
were exposed to alcohol for 4 weeks. The structural development of  GFP-labeled newborn DGCs was 
examined at 2, 4, and 8 weeks of  abstinence (Figure 3A). During abstinence, newborn DGCs did not show 
gross morphological changes; both control and alcohol-exposed mice showed comparable total dendritic 
lengths and numbers of  dendritic branches in newborn DGCs during abstinence (Figure 3B). However, 
spine density was significantly increased in newborn DGCs of  alcohol-fed mice compared with control 
mice at 2 and 4 weeks of  abstinence, but not at 8 weeks of  abstinence (Figure 3, C and D). Because excit-
atory neurons from the lateral entorhinal cortex (EC), medial EC, and hilus project to the distal, medial, 
and proximal dendrites of  newborn DGCs in a topological manner (29), we examined the spine density 
of  newborn DGCs in the outer, middle, and inner segments of  dendrites. AW increased the spine density 
of  newborn DGCs in all 3 segments of  dendrites, indicating that AW globally induced synaptic connectiv-
ity with excitatory neurons at 2 and 4 weeks of  abstinence, which are time points when alcohol-fed mice 
showed increased expression of  SWDs (Figure 3, C and D).

Next, to determine whether AW induced the formation of  different types of  spines, we examined the 
densities of  mushroom, stubby, and thin spines in the distal, medial, and proximal dendritic segments of  

Figure 1. Alcohol withdrawal produces epileptic seizures. 
(A) Experimental timeline describing the alcohol feeding 
and electroencephalogram (EEG) recording schedule. (B) 
Representative EEG traces of control diet–fed (upper) 
and alcohol-fed (lower) mice upon alcohol withdrawal 
(AW). (C) Quantification of seizure frequency induced by 
AW (2.33 ± 1.86, n = 6). (D) Distribution of seizure events 
within 24 hours of AW. (E) Average AW seizure duration 
(31.79 ± 5.45 seconds, n = 14). Seizure activities were 
absent in control mice. (F) Quantification of epileptic 
spikes within 24 hours of AW (P < 0.01, alcohol-fed mice, 
1442 ± 687, n = 6; pair-fed mice, 25.0 ± 10.17, n = 4). (G 
and H) No correlation between alcohol consumption and 
frequencies of AW seizures and spikes was observed. **P 
< 0.01 as determined by 2-tailed unpaired t tests. Data 
are represented as mean ± SD. Ref, reference; LC, left 
cortex; RC, right cortex; LH, left hippocampus; RH, right 
hippocampus.
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newborn DGCs (Figure 3E). At 2 and 4 weeks of  abstinence, AW significantly increased the densities of  
mushroom spines throughout dendritic segments of  newborn DGCs, while the densities of  thin spines 
remained unchanged (Figure 3E). The densities of  stubby spines were reduced in the medial and proximal 
segments, as well as in the medial segment of  dendrites at 2 and 4 weeks of  abstinence, respectively.

Specific inhibition of  newborn DGCs suppresses the expression of  SWDs during abstinence. To test the require-
ment of  newborn DGCs for the expression of  AW seizures, we specifically inhibited neuronal activity of  
newborn DGCs by using a DREADD method (30–32). First, we tested whether the induction of  the first 
wave of  seizures was dependent upon newborn DGCs. Tamoxifen was injected into NCE;hM4Difl/fl mice 
(NCE-M4), and then mice were exposed to alcohol for 4 weeks. During the first 24 hours of  AW, clozap-
ine N-oxide (CNO, 10 mg/kg) was administered to both NCE-M4 and control mice a total of  6 times at 
4-hour intervals. Tamoxifen injections successfully induced the expression of  inhibitory DREADD recep-
tors in newborn NCE-M4 mice, but not in control mice (M4), as determined by immunostaining against 

Figure 2. Sustained expression of spikes and wave discharges (SWDs) during a protracted period of abstinence. (A) Experimental timeline describing 
alcohol feeding and EEG recording schedule. (B) Representative images show the development of epileptiform SWDs during 6 weeks of abstinence. (C) 
Magnified images present the detailed shape and pattern of SWDs of pair-fed (green arrowheads) and alcohol-fed (blue arrowheads) mice. (D) Quantita-
tive results show the development and progression of epileptiform SWDs during abstinence. Only alcohol-fed mice developed epileptiform SWDs during 
a 6-week abstinence (2-way repeated measures ANOVA: alcohol affect, F1, 324 = 920.11, P < 0.0001), and the frequency of epileptiform SWDs changed over 
time (2-way repeated measures ANOVA: time effect, F6, 324 = 117.2, P < 0.0001). *P < 0.05; ***P < 0.001 as determined by Bonferroni post hoc tests showing 
significant differences in epileptiform SWDs between alcohol- and pair-fed control mice at a given time during abstinence. Data are represented as mean ± 
SD. LC, left cortex; RC, right cortex; LH, left hippocampus; RH, right hippocampus.
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an HA tag that was conjugated to hM4Di receptors (Figure 4, A and B). However, CNO administration 
did not change the number of  spikes (P = 0.9225), the seizure frequency (P > 0.9999), or seizure duration 
(P = 0.9707) in either NCE-M4 or control mice (Figure 4, C–E), indicating that the specific inhibition of  
newborn DGCs did not impact the induction of  the first wave of  AW seizures.

Second, in order to investigate the role of  hippocampal newborn DGC activity in the expression of  
the second wave of  seizures, tamoxifen was injected into both NCE-M4 and control mice, and mice were 
exposed to alcohol for 4 weeks. Then, the effects of  CNO on the expression of  epileptiform SWDs was 
examined weekly using EEG monitoring (Figure 4F). AW after chronic alcohol exposure produced epi-
leptiform SWDs in both control and NCE-M4 (Figure 4F). However, CNO injection significantly reduced 
the frequency of  epileptiform SWDs only in NCE-M4 DREADD mice and not in control mice, indicating 
that specific inhibition of  newborn DGCs reduced the expression of  epileptiform SWDs at 2 (P < 0.001), 
3 (P < 0.001), and 4 (P < 0.001) weeks of  abstinence (Figure 4F). In pair-fed control groups, both control 
(non-DREADD) and NCE-M4 DREADD mice showed neither epileptiform SWDs nor any response to 
CNO administration. Importantly, the DREADD-mediated decrease in epileptiform SWDs is inducible 
and reversible, as epileptiform SWDs returned to basal levels when CNO was no longer available in the 
system (Supplemental Figure 3 and ref. 32).

Specific activation of  newborn DGCs increases the expression of  epileptiform SWDs during abstinence. To deter-
mine whether increased neuronal activity of  hippocampal DGCs is sufficient to induce the expression of  
epileptiform SWDs during abstinence, we used NCE;hM3Dqfl/fl (NCE-M3) mice to express an excitatory 
DREADD receptor, hM3Dq, in newborn DGCs (33). Tamoxifen was injected into 4-week-old mice, mice 
were exposed to alcohol for 4 weeks, and electrodes were implanted to monitor the development of  epilep-
tiform SWDs during abstinence (Figure 5A). Equivalent numbers of  hM3Dq receptors were expressed in 
newborn DGCs of  NCE-M3 mice in both pair- and alcohol-fed groups as determined by a mCitrine report-
er expression coexpressed with hM3Dq (Figure 5A). Importantly, a CNO dose titration experiment showed 
that 0.8 mg/kg of  CNO was sufficient to induce epileptiform SWDs in NCE-M3 mice only in the alcohol 
group and not in the nonalcohol group (Figure 5B), and this dose of  CNO was subsequently used through-
out the experiments. When AW produced epileptiform SWDs in alcohol-fed mice, CNO administration 
significantly increased the expression of  epileptiform SWDs only in NCE-M3 mice and not in control 
mice, and these CNO-mediated increased epileptiform SWDs were observed at 2 (P < 0.001), 3 (P < 0.001), 
4 (P < 0.01), and 5 (P < 0.01) weeks of  abstinence (Figure 5C). In control mice that were not exposed to 
alcohol, neither naive nor NCE-M3 mice displayed epileptiform SWDs in response to CNO (Figure 5C). 
The expression of  epileptiform SWDs was tightly regulated by the action of  CNO and DREADD recep-
tors, and the frequency of  epileptiform SWDs returned to basal levels when CNO was no longer available 
in NCE-M3 mice (Supplemental Figure 4).

Discussion
In response to continued excessive alcohol exposure, the brain institutes neuroadaptation in order to 
counterbalance the effects of  the alcohol; however, the constant challenges presented by chronic alco-
hol consumption surpass the brain’s ability to restore equilibrium, resulting in the development of  an 
allostatic state, namely alcohol tolerance and dependence. Importantly, this allostatic state is manifested 
by the emergence and expression of  deficits in cognition and emotion, as well as physiological impair-
ments such as seizures, upon AW (16, 17). Despite alcohol’s aversive effects on mental and physical 
health (34, 35), its positive-reinforcing effects of  euphoria, anxiolysis, and pain reduction dramatically 
increase the vulnerability to relapse and alcohol abuse (36). The severity and susceptibility to relapse 
and perpetuation of  alcohol abuse underscores the urgent need to understand mechanisms underlying 
alcohol dependence and withdrawal in order to develop new therapeutic strategies to intervene and 
treat AW-associated syndromes.

Our study identified newborn DGCs as neural substrates that undergo neuroadaptation and contribute to 
the development of  the allostatic state of  the brain in response to alcohol exposure and withdrawal. Chron-
ic alcohol exposure altered the structure and function of  hippocampal newborn DGCs, and these changes 
underlie the emergence and expression of  seizures and epileptic spikes/epileptiform SWDs during a protract-
ed period of  abstinence. Hippocampal DGCs are principal excitatory neurons that are continuously generat-
ed and integrated into neural circuits, and this process of  neurogenesis provides plasticity to brain function 
and dysfunction (37–39). Disrupted neurogenesis has been implicated in addiction, deficits in cognition, and 
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Figure 3. Alcohol withdrawal increases dendritic spine density of newborn dentate granule cells (DGCs) during abstinence. (A) Diagram showing the 
experimental schedule. A representative image shows GFP-expressing newborn DGCs. Z-stacked confocal images are projected into 2-dimensional images to 
display the morphology of GFP-expressing newborn DGCs in control (blue) and alcohol-fed mice (red). (B) The total dendritic length and number of dendritic 
branches of newborn DGCs were unchanged during abstinence (2-tailed unpaired t tests). (C) An image shows the topological innervation of excitatory 
neurons into newborn DGCs (left). Representative images show spines located at the proximal, middle, and distal dendritic segments of newborn DGCs at 2, 
4, and 8 weeks of abstinence (right). (D) Dendritic spine density of newborn DGCs was increased along the dendrites at 2 and 4 weeks of abstinence, but not 
at 8 weeks. (E) Densities of mushroom, stubby, and thin spines were analyzed in the distal, medial, and proximal dendritic segments of newborn DGCs at 2, 
4, and 8 weeks of abstinence. *P < 0.05; **P < 0.01; ***P < 0.001 determined by 2-tailed unpaired t tests.
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emotional stability (40–44), as well as neuropathological conditions such as seizures (32, 45, 46). Indeed, our 
study showed that chronic alcohol exposure and withdrawal distinctly affect development and function of  
newborn DGCs, and as a result, newborn DGCs contribute to the production of  phenotypes associated with 
alcohol exposure and withdrawal. While our previous study showed that chronic alcohol exposure signifi-
cantly decreased the levels of  neurogenesis and dendritic spine density of  newborn DGCs (27), our current 

Figure 4. Chemogenetic inhibition 
of newborn DGCs reduces epilepti-
form SWDs during abstinence. (A) 
Experimental schedule examining 
the effects of specific inhibition 
of newborn DGCs on epileptiform 
SWDs during abstinence (left). 
IHC against an HA tag shows the 
expression of M4Di receptors in 
the dentate gyrus of the hippo-
campus (right). (B) Experimental 
timeline describing alcohol feeding 
and EEG recording schedule. CNO 
administration did not change the 
frequency of epileptic spikes (C), 
as well as seizure frequency (D) 
and duration (E) during the first 24 
hours of AW. (F) Specific inhibition 
of newborn DGCs by the DREADD 
method decreased the frequency 
of epileptiform SWDs at 2, 3, and 
4 weeks of abstinence. The effects 
of CNO on the expression of epilep-
tiform SWDs were determined by 
2-way repeated measures ANOVA 
with Bonferroni multiple compari-
son corrections. ***P < 0.001.
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Figure 5. Chemogenetic activation of newborn DGCs increases epileptiform SWDs during abstinence. (A) Experimental schedule to determine the 
effect of specific activation of newborn DGCs on epileptiform SWDs during abstinence (top). IHC again mCitrine shows the expression of hM3Dq 
receptors in the dentate gyrus of the hippocampus in NCE-M3 mice (bottom). (B) A titration and determination of the precise dose of CNO that 
induces spikes only in NCE-M3 mice in an alcohol group. (C) Specific activation of newborn DGCs via the DREADD method increased the frequency 
of epileptiform SWDs at 2, 3, 4, and 5 weeks of abstinence, while control mice that were not exposed to alcohol or do not express excitatory hM3Dq 
receptors in newborn DGCs were not affected by CNO administration. The effects of CNO on the expression of epileptiform SWDs were determined by 
2-way repeated measures ANOVA with Bonferroni multiple comparison corrections. **P < 0.01; ***P < 0.001.
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study demonstrates that AW increased neurogenesis (Supplemental Figure 5) and dendritic spine density of  
hippocampal DGCs, but minimally affected gliogenesis (Supplemental Figure 6), during a protracted absti-
nence. Thus, our study indicates that alcohol exposure and withdrawal distinctly induce synaptic connectivity 
of  hippocampal newborn DGCs and that this decreased and increased synaptic connectivity of  hippocam-
pal newborn DGCs with excitatory neurons may contribute to depression and hyperexcitability of  the brain 
during alcohol exposure and withdrawal.

In this study, we identified 2 distinct waves of  development and progression of  seizures during abstinence 
after chronic alcohol exposure. The first wave consists of  a surge of  multiple seizures and epileptic spikes 
within hours to days after AW. This first wave represents the symptoms of  most alcohol abuse patients who 
are hospitalized and receive emergency treatment to control seizures and/or delirium tremens, the occurrence 
of  which was reported to be as high as 15% of alcohol use–disorder patients. Our study shows that the first 
wave of  AW seizures was independent of  the activity of  hippocampal newborn DGCs. It is plausible to rea-
son that the allostatic state induced by chronic alcohol exposure was expressed in the form of the first wave 
of  seizures upon a sudden termination of  alcohol exposure. Interestingly, we found that AW seizures were 
sustained for a more protracted period of  abstinence than has previously been reported. As the first wave of  
seizures diminished within a few days after AW, epileptiform SWDs started to appear at 1 week of  abstinence, 
gradually increased and climaxed at 4 weeks of  abstinence, and then decreased and were abolished by 6 weeks 
of  abstinence. Compared with the first wave of  AW seizures, only a few seizures were observed during the 
second wave of  AW seizures. This progression of  the second wave of  seizures coincided with changes in den-
dritic spines of  newborn DGCs during abstinence. The dendritic spines are the anatomical structures where 
excitatory synapses are formed on the dendrites of  newborn DGCs, and lateral entorhinal, medial entorhinal, 
and hilar mossy cells project to the distal, medial, and proximal portion of  dendrites of  newborn DGCs in 
a topological manner. Our structural analysis revealed that AW globally increased the spine densities in all 3 
dendritic segments of  newborn DGCs. Moreover, the densities of  mushroom spines increased at the expense 
of  stubby spines, suggesting that AW promoted the transition of  stubby spines into mushroom spines. Thus, 
AW globally induced synaptic connectivity of  excitatory neurons onto hippocampal newborn DGCs, leading 
to AW-associated seizures during abstinence, and the increase or decrease in spine density of  hippocampal 
newborn DGCs is tightly correlated with the severity of  AW seizures during abstinence.

Interestingly, alcohol exposure and withdrawal did not change the global structure of  hippocampal 
newborn DGCs, such as the total length of  dendrites or the number of  branches that determine the receptive 
field, but rather specifically impacted the density of  dendritic spines. This may be because AW induces syn-
aptic connectivity of  excitatory input neurons onto hippocampal newborn DGCs, thus enhancing the excit-
ability of  newborn DGCs. Alternatively, AW may enhance the activity of  hippocampal newborn DGCs, 
and this increased activity may induce synaptic redistribution from mature DGCs to newborn DGCs (47, 
48). Although it is not clear whether the structural and functional AW-induced changes are intrinsic or 
extrinsic to newborn DGCs or both, our DREADD-mediated functional analysis clearly demonstrated that 
the activity of  hippocampal newborn DGCs directly underlies AW seizures.

The DREADD method allowed us to manipulate the neuronal activity of  hippocampal DGCs in an 
inducible and reversible manner at the moment when mice exhibited AW seizures during abstinence. Using 
this method, we showed that the specific activation and suppression of  neuronal activity of  hippocampal 
newborn DGCs increased and decreased the frequency of  epileptiform SWDs, respectively, indicating that 
the activity of  hippocampal newborn DGCs directly controls the expression of  epileptiform SWDs during 
abstinence. A cell ablation method has often been used to determine the essential role of  hippocampal new-
born neurons in cognitive function and physiological excitability; however, this ablation method can induce 
network rearrangement of  existing neurons, which makes it difficult to distinguish the direct role of  newborn 
DGCs from the secondary effects of  rearranged hippocampal networks (47, 49–52). Therefore, this inducible 
and reversible manipulation of  neuronal activity allowed us to assess the necessity and sufficiency of  hip-
pocampal newborn DGCs in the expression of  epileptiform SWDs when mice displayed AW seizures, and 
we were able to do so without inducing secondary network rearrangement. Of note, a recent study raised 
the possibility that clozapine can be converted from CNO. Clozapine is a potent antipsychotic drug that has 
numerous endogenous receptors, it readily penetrates the blood-brain barrier, and it potently binds DRE-
ADDs more than CNO (53). Therefore, it is critical to rule out potential nonspecific effects of  CNO and/or 
side effects of  clozapine metabolized from CNO. In the current study, we identified CNO-DREADD–specif-
ic effects by comparing CNO effects in both DREADD-expressing and non-DREADD–expressing mice in 
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alcohol-fed as well as pair-fed groups (Figures 4 and 5 and refs. 54, 55). In addition, our CNO dose titration 
experiment indicated the induction of  epileptiform SWDs specifically by CNO only in alcohol-fed mice. 
Thus, our 2 × 2 experimental design allowed us to analyze the specific effects of  newborn DGCs on AW 
seizures, ruling out the potential involvement of  nonspecific effects of  DREADD and/or CNO.

In summary, our study demonstrated that the structural and functional changes in newborn DGCs 
during alcohol exposure and withdrawal are responsible for the expression of  seizures during alcohol absti-
nence. This observation supports the hypothesis that neuroadaptation occurring during alcohol exposure 
may induce an allostatic state in the brain and that the expression of  this allostatic state may underlie AWS. 
In line with this hypothesis, our study proposes that dynamic changes in plasticity of  hippocampal new-
born DGCs directly contribute to neuroadaptation that is essential for the expression of  phenotypes associ-
ated with alcohol exposure and withdrawal. Thus, our study provides important insight into hippocampal 
newborn DGCs that can be used to intervene and/or treat AW seizures.

Methods
Supplemental Methods are available online with this article.

Animals. Four-week-old mice were used in this study. DREADD_hM3Dqfl/fl (M3) mice (stock no. 026220) 
(33) and C57BL/6 (stock no. 000664) mice were purchased from The Jackson Laboratory. Nestin-CreERT2 
and DREADD_hM4Difl/fl (M4) mice were provided by Amelia Eisch (56) (University of  Pennsylvania, Phil-
adelphia, Pennsylvania, USA) and Susan Dymecki (31) (Harvard Medical School, Boston, Massachusetts, 
USA), respectively. All transgenic mice were backcrossed to C57BL/6 for more than 10 generations.

Data acquisition and analysis. To reduce bias in data collection, analysis, and reporting, experimental 
conditions and subjects were randomly coded, and the investigators were blinded to treatment conditions 
and codes until all data had been collected and analyzed.

Tamoxifen and CNO treatment to express and activate DREADD receptors. To express hM3Dq or hM4Di 
receptors in newborn DGCs, tamoxifen (180 mg/kg, i.p., dissolved in a 1:10 mixture of  ethanol and corn 
oil, MilliporeSigma) was administered to Nestin-CreERT2;DREADD_hM3Dqfl/fl (NCE-M3) or Nes-
tin-CreERT2;DREADD_hM4Difl/fl (NCE-M4) double transgenic mice for 5 days when the mice were 4 weeks 
old. CNO (MilliporeSigma) was first dissolved in DMSO and then brought to final concentration with 0.9% 
saline and a final concentration of  DMSO of 0.5% (MilliporeSigma). Doses of  0.8 or 10 mg/kg of  CNO were 
injected into NCE-M3 or NCE-M4 mice, respectively.

A pair-fed chronic alcohol exposure mouse model. Mice had voluntary access to a nutritionally adequate liq-
uid diet containing either ethanol or dextrose. In 1 serving of  the Lieber-DeCarli control diet (Dyets Inc.), 
18% of  energy is derived from protein, 35% from fat, and 47% from carbohydrate (27). In the alcohol diet 
(5% ethanol, v/v), ethanol provided 27% of  dietary energy. In the control diet, ethanol was replaced by 
an isocaloric amount of  maltodextrin (BioServ; F1697SP). Five-week-old, weight-matched mice were ran-
domly distributed into pair-fed control and alcohol-fed experimental groups and consumed either control 
or alcohol-containing food for 4 weeks.

IHC. Animals were deeply anesthetized with a cocktail of  ketamine (400 mg/kg) and xylazine (40 mg/
kg) and transcardially perfused first with phosphate buffer and subsequently with 4% paraformaldehyde (PFA). 
Brains were dissected and postfixed overnight in PFA at 4°C. Brains were cryoprotected in 30% sucrose for 48 
hours at 4°C and sectioned at 40 μm with a sliding microtome (Leica SM2010 R). Floating tissue sections were 
washed 3 times in tris-buffered saline (TBS) and permeabilized in 0.3% Triton X-100 (TBST) (MilliporeSigma) 
for 30 minutes. Tissues were blocked in TBST containing 3% donkey serum and then incubated with primary 
antibodies (chicken anti-GFP, 1:400, GFP-1010, Aves Labs) overnight at 4°C. Tissues were then washed 3 
times for 10 minutes in TBST before incubation with secondary antibodies at 1:400 (donkey anti-chicken; 
Alexa Fluor 488, catalog 703-545-155, Jackson ImmunoResearch) for 2 hours. Tissues were then washed 3 
times in TBST for 10 minutes. Finally, tissues were rinsed with TBS containing 500 nM DAPI for 10 minutes 
and then with a final wash in TBS for 10 minutes. Tissues were then mounted on slides and cover-slipped.

Morphological analysis of  GFP-labeled newborn DGCs and morphometric analysis of  dendritic spines. Imaging and 
analysis of the general morphology of GFP-labeled newborn DGCs have been previously described (27). Briefly, 
for morphological analysis, z-series images with 1-μm intervals were acquired using a Leica confocal microscope 
with a 40× oil lens (SP5; Leica), and total dendritic length and the number of dendritic branching points were 
analyzed using IMARIS software (Bitplane). Maximal projected, 2-dimensional images were presented in line 
images. For measurement of spine densities, the outer-, middle-, and inner-third of dendrites of GFP-labeled 
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newborn neurons were imaged with a confocal microscope under the following conditions: 63× oil lens, digi-
tal zoom factor 5, and 0.1-μm interval. Maximum intensity projection of these z-series images was produced, 
and the length of each dendritic segment was measured in Leica Image Software. Two-dimensional projection 
images were imported to Adobe Photoshop (Adobe Systems Inc.), and the number of spines was counted man-
ually. To analyze spine densities in the distal, medial, and proximal dendritic segments of DGCs, more than 10 
dendritic segments per group were imaged and reconstructed in ImageJ software (NIH). Then, spines were cate-
gorized into mushroom, thin, or stubby spines on the basis of 3 parameters, including the spine length, diameter 
of neck, and diameter of spine head (28, 57, 58). Spines were scored as mushrooms if  the diameter of the head 
was 3 times larger than that of the neck. We defined spines as stubby spines if  the diameter of the spine head was 
greater than the spine length. Thin spines were scored when the length of spine was greater than the diameter of  
the head and the diameter of the head was greater than the diameter of the neck.

EEG recording. Animals were anesthetized with a mixture of ketamine (100 mg/kg, ACE Surgical Supply 
Co.) and xylazine (10 mg/kg, MilliporeSigma) and placed in a stereotactic apparatus (David Kopf Instruments). 
For hippocampal recordings, pedestal gold-plated stainless-steel electrodes (0.2 mm in diameter; PlasticsOne) 
were placed bilaterally in the intermediate regions of hippocampi (LH, left hippocampus; RH, right hippocam-
pus; 2.48 mm posterior to the bregma, 2.63 mm lateral to the midline, and 3.38 mm below the dura). Stain-
less-steel screws (E363/96/2.4/SPC; PlasticsOne) were placed on the dura mater bilaterally over frontal motor 
cortex (LC, left frontal; RC, right frontal, 0.5 mm posterior to the bregma, 2.45 mm lateral to the midline). An 
additional stainless-steel screw was placed just to the right of the frontal sinus and served as a reference electrode 
(59). Continuous EEG recoding with simultaneous video monitoring was performed. During the recording, 
mice were unrestrained in the monitoring boxes with access to food and water ad libitum. Although EEG was 
monitored and recorded for 16 hours, we used the first 8 hours of recording for the data analysis because the 
effect of 1 dose of CNO lasts for up to 8 hours. The sampling rate was 100 Hz with 5.3 Hz and 30 Hz filtering 
frequencies. Correlations between EEG events and overt behavioral responses were assessed.

EEG analysis. EEG spikes were defined as paroxysmal electrical sharp activity with durations of 20–150 ms, 
with amplitudes that were at least 2 times the background EEG activity. An in-house developed, MATLAB-based 
program was used for analysis of spike frequency, amplitude, and duration. A digital bandpass filter (1–30 Hz) 
was applied to attenuate high-frequency noise and to reduce low-frequency drift artifacts. A double-threshold 
algorithm was used to avoid counting small ripples as independent spikes; only spikes that passed both initiation 
threshold (THi = 100 μV) and termination threshold (THt = 0 μV) were counted (Supplemental Figure 2). The 
rates of occurrence of all ictal spikes were calculated each recording day. After EEG recording was completed, 
mice were sacrificed, and the location of hippocampal depth electrodes was confirmed with H&E staining.

Statistics. Statistical analyses were performed using commercial software (GraphPad Prism; GraphPad 
Software, Inc). For all results, the significance threshold was placed at α = 0.05 (*P < 0.05; **P < 0.01; ***P 
< 0.001; ****P < 0.0001), and corrections for multiple comparisons are reflected in the P value rather than 
in α. Correlational analyses were evaluated by using the Pearson’s Correlation test. All data descriptions are 
shown as mean ± SD and/or mean ± SEM.

Study approval. All procedures involving animals were approved by the IACUC of  Cleveland Clinic. All 
experiments were conducted in accordance with the principles and procedures outlined in the NIH Guide for 
the Care and Use of  Laboratory Animals (National Academies Press, 2011). 
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